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Grading rubrics Bourdier – Final Exam 201 

Please read the instructions, for each part you are required to use a series of tenses to express past, present future or 

condition.  For each part, you need to answer a precise question. You are required to use a different vocabulary for each 

part. 

past (passé composé, imparfait, passé immédiat ou infinitif passé),  

present (présent indicative, présent impératif, présent infinitif),  

future (future proche, futur simple),  

conditionnel (conditionnel with imparfait).   

A 

 

Redaction : the production fully addresses the topic/question, the composition has a clear and well 
organized structure. It respects the requirements (tenses, negations, mandatory terms…) 
Conjugation : the student uses the tenses required in the exercise. The verbs are properly 
conjugated. 
Vocabulary : the vocabulary is dense, diverse and properly used. They are few spelling errors. 
Grammar : very few grammar or syntax error, the student respects agreements between 
determinant, noun and adjectives, student respect the order of words in the sentence. 
Student came prepared for the assessment. 

 

B 

 

Redaction : the production mostly addresses the topic, the composition has some structure. It mostly 
respects the requirements (tenses, negations, mandatory terms…) 
Conjugation : most of the verbs are conjugated using the required tenses. The verbs are mostly 
properly conjugated. 
Vocabulary : the vocabulary is mostly diverse and properly used. They are some spelling errors. 
Grammar : some grammar or syntax error, the student mostly respects agreements between 
determinant, noun and adjectives, student mostly respect the order of words in the sentence. 
Student came mostly prepared for the assessment. 

 

C 

 

Redaction : the production addresses part of the topic, the composition is not structured. It 
sometimes respects the requirements (tenses, negations, mandatory terms…) 
Conjugation : several verbs are conjugated using the required tenses. The verbs are sometimes 
properly conjugated. 
Vocabulary : the vocabulary is sometimes adapted and mostly repetitive. They are many spelling 
errors. 
Grammar : several grammar or syntax error, the student respects some agreements between 
determinant, noun and adjectives, sometimes student respect the order of words in the sentence 
Student came somehow prepared for the assessment. 

  

D 

 

Redaction : the production does not address the topic, it is disorganized, it does not respects the 
requirements. The students uses the same ideas to answer different questions. 
Conjugation : verbs are not conjugated using the required tenses. The verbs are not properly 
conjugated. 
Vocabulary : the vocabulary is absent or inadequately used, the student keeps using the same 
vocabulary to answer the different questions. Most of the words are misspelled. 
Grammar : many grammar or syntax error, the student does not respects agreements between 
determinant, noun and adjectives, student does not respect the order of words in the sentence 
Student came unprepared for the assessment. 

  

F The student did not take the exam or based on the previous rubrics, the quality of the work is 
completely unacceptable. 
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